
 

 

 

Danièle HOLLANDO 

Architect, designer 

“Give life to both, the most noble and simple materials encountered, 

during trips. 
Breath life and history to the places we touch” 

 
Zoom on… Danièle Hollando  
Since the age of 10 she wanted to embrace the profession of Frank Lloyd 
Wright. 

During her numerous trips and stays abroad she has cultivated her taste 
for freedom, adamantly refusing to submit herself to "established life", 

inventing, creating, designing, meticulously putting the finish touch on 
even the smallest detail, while creating new trends and vaster horizons… 

and today with X-LINE, by sharing the freedom to create. 

 

X-MODULES and X-COMBS are the first creations of X-LINE, subsidiary 

of the JEFKA company (architecture, concept, creation, design, 
renovation, interior decoration)  Jefka has realized numerous projects in 

France (renovations, restorations, restaurant “404”), In United Kingdom 
(restaurant “Momo”), Morocco (architecture, hotels, private interiors…), 

Canaries Islands (Hotel Lanzarote), Egypt (traditional architecture, Hassan 
Fathy, private interiors), Greece (Hotel Paradise Corfu). 

 
 
Danièle Hollando in few dates… 
 
Concept, design, realization, and travel architecture Danièle Hollando : 
 

1981:       Diploma of architect DPLG in Paris. 
1981- 91: Realize numerous projects : France, Morocco, Canaries Islands, 

               Egypt, Greece, England … 
1991:       Realize the « 404 », family Maroccan restaurant in Paris 

1997:       Concept, design , realization, famous Maroccan restaurant  
              « Momo » in London  

      Creation of the Jefka Company 
2005:      Creation, design new line of furniture X-Line 

        Creation web site : www.xliberte.com 
2006:      Development line of furniture X-Modules (long Modules, Modules  

in Plexiglas) 
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X-MODULES 

Concept design by Danièle Hollando, registered design 
 
 
 

Furniture to create infinitely… 
 

« Furniture must adapt to men not the other way around » 
 

 
From a simple module in medium (MDF - Medium Density Fibreboard) 

anything is possible!  
 

storing, 

hiding, 

exposing, 

stacking, 

place side by side, 

put together 

separate, 

play, 

decline, 

transform, 

 

in height 

in width 

in color 

both side  

 

easy assembly  

easy to change 

without nail and screw 

 

discover the freedom to create. 
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The puzzle composition 

 

My first is: 

The basic module, medium (MDF), empty and bottomless, including 

inside 5 pre perforated rows, suitable for separation units  

(1 horizontal and 3 verticals). 

Stackable and to be placed side by side by means of linking devices made 

in plexiglass, without nails or screws. The basis can be equipped with fix 

legs or wheels. 

Dimensions: L 91,9 cm, H 33,4 cm, D 43,0 cm 

Price: 129 euros HT 

New : The basic module, in plexiglas empty and bottomless, including 

inside 5 pre perforated rows, suitable for separation units  

(1 horizontal and 3 verticals). 

Stackable and to be placed side by side by means of linking devices made 

in plexiglass, without nails or screws. The basis can be equipped with fix 

legs or wheels. 

Dimensions: L 91,9 cm, H 33,4 cm, D 43,0 cm 

Price: 1 400 euros HT 

New : The super module, A long (MDF)module, empty and bottomless, 

including inside 2 x 5 pre perforated rows, suitable for separation units  

1 separation in center fixed and 1 double capacity of the basic module.  

Stackable and to be placed side by side by means of linking devices made 

in plexiglass, without nails or screws. The basis can be equipped with fix 

legs or wheels. 

Dimensions: L 179 cm, H 33,4 cm, D 43,0 cm 

Price: 249 euros HT 

The corner module , to craft a space or follow the corner of a room  

Dimensions: L 43 cm, H33,4 cm, D 43,0 cm 

Price: 109 euros HT 

The extension pro bareless module for files and filing cabinets 

Dimensions: L 91,9 cm, H 33,4 cm, D 43,0 cm 

Price: 109 euros HT 
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The puzzle composition 

 

 

 

4 drawers to choose from with aluminum handles and drawing 

possibility on both sides from the largest to the narrowest (+ 2 optional 

sizes on request). 

Price : starting at 23 euros HT  

 

4 internal and movable interior separations units, without nail 

and screw, which interlock by means of pins in the pre perforated rows 

Price starting at: 4,20 euros HT 

 

2 connecting units to connect the units between themselves in height or 

sideways 

Price starting at 5,60 euros HT  (both) 

 

2 colors: black and natural (more colours and veneering, possible 

according to quantity) 

 

 

 

 

 

According to your desires,  

your actual mood, 

a unit becomes low table, 

a bookshelf becomes a separation unit, 

an open space becomes a music space. 
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X-COMBS 

A Danièle Hollando creation, registred design 

 

 

A new concept of shelves in the air 

 

Held between floor and ceiling or from a wall, this comb is supporting unit 

for shelves, ideal to demarcate space it allows the infinite variation of 

orientations in an open space. 

 

According to a prop and stay principle adjustable up and down alone or 

many, it is set according to individual desire in a room or in a space. 

 

On the whole height and on both sides according to the selected model, 

notches support the shelves in glass. 

 

The “combs” are made of aluminum and are available in sizes: 

∼ 2m60   to 3m60  

∼ 3m10   to 4m10  

∼ 3m60   to 4m60  

 

 

Price for a Comb, shelves supporting unit starting at 1 390 euros HT 

 

 

 
 
Contact presse : Coco Laloum 
cocolaloum@hotmail.com  - Tel : (33) 6 15 67 02 05 - Fax : (33)1 43 63 89 67 

 

Show Room Jefka  
135, rue Marcadet 75018 Paris – Tel (33 )1 42 57 34 62 – (33) 6 80 17 12 52 
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